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Introduction

We want to make working out more fun and engaging by making it 

into a game. And what better way to gamify fitness than with crypto 

tokens and NFTs. By rewarding players for participating, we hope to 

create a virtuous circle where people are incentivised to keep fit 

and have fun doing so. Motion3 Fitness app is a decentralised 

application that allows players to track and monitor their physical 

activity, start and continue their fitness journeys and compete with 

other players in challenges and competitions.
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Why Motion3?

Around 8 million people in the UK own unused gym memberships 

(11m in the US), because going to the gym requires an 8-mile round 

trip, fighting traffic, and then waiting in line to use the equipment. 

Other reasons for members not using their memberships are:

38.1%

Lack of time

22.2%

Lack of 

confidence

14.2%

GYM is too busy 

at the times I 

have available

7.1%

I can’t find 

childcare

Motion3 offers individuals the opportunity to engage in fitness 

activities in the comfort of their own environment, on a schedule 

that works best for them. We also have an incentive-based system 

that rewards physical activity with cryptocurrency tokens and non-

fungible tokens, maintaining customer loyalty, and app usage and 

improving players' overall physical and mental health.
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Target Market:

There are 6.6b (billion) smartphone users in the world. 273m in the 

United States, and 64m in the United Kingdom. Initially, our focus will 

be on the UK and then US markets with people that have unused 

gym memberships, as these people are conscious of their health, 

but are unable to make use of their gym memberships for various 

reasons, which we can mitigate with our application, they are 

therefore more likely to be early adopters of our application. We can 

break these numbers down further by focusing on the following:

U Total Available Market: 273m Smartphone Users (US) 64m 

Smartphone Users (UK)O

U Served Available Market: 64m Gym Memberships (US) 10m Gym 

Memberships (UK)O

U Target Market: 11m unused Gym Memberships (US) 8m unused 

Gym memberships (UK)

Motion3 makes it possible for any individual 

with a mobile phone to engage in physical 

activity in the comfort of their own 

environment, whenever it suits them best. A 

reward structure has been implemented to 

spur people to exercise, with cryptocurrency 

tokens and NFTs being given out as 

incentives.
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Why Motion3 is different?

Motion3 fitness app incorporates a rewards system that incentivizes 

players to maintain healthy habits By using Blockchain technology 

and AR system, the rewards system is transparent and fair, ensuring 

that users are accurately rewarded for their efforts. 


Motion3 fitness app a fully Decentralize mobile app where user 

Activity data, personal information on the Blockchain network 

(Polygon), where user data is immutable, secure, Transparent. 



Motion3 fitness app incorporates a rewards system that incentivizes 

players to maintain healthy habits. By using blockchain technology, 

the rewards system is transparent and fair, ensuring that users are 

accurately rewarded for their efforts. We are building an AI and 

machine learning engines that direct, and shows app users how to 

use everyday objects to exercise with on users are taken on a 

fitness journey by having them seek objects with their smartphone 

or AR-enabled glasses that they can perform various exercises on.



Motion3 fitness app incorporates a token rewards system that 

incentivizes the token. With the help of their smart phones user can 

track their progress ,level up and earn crypto rewards and NFTs, and 

even compete with friends, all while staying motivated and having 

fun. 

Motion3 is perfect for all types of players from an 

absolute beginner , to the casual exercise and 

professional athlete. With it’s innovative technology , 

user can now have personalized virtual trainer 

anytime anywhere .This is the great way to people 

to get active, stay healthy, and lead better lifestyles. 

With motion3, you can get fit without breaking the 

bank.
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Need Of Smart Contract For Our Web3 

Fitness App

The purpose of Smart Contracts is to simplify and automate the 

business and trade between both anonymous and Identified 

parties, sometimes without need for a middleman. The smart 

contract for the web3 fitness app will provide the necessary 

infrastructure to store and track user data, facilitate transactions, 

and enable the creation and management of challenges within the 

platform. It will serve as the backbone of the DApp, ensuring the 

security, immutability, Transparency and integrity of all the user 

fitness transactions on the platform.The smart contract will work for 

the reward when the user achieve the goal. This will be transparent, 

fair and accurate. In this project we have 2 tokens Utility tokens and 

Governance Tokens. The Tokenomics design has a ration of 1/100 in 

which the utility tokens are 100 times that of governence token

Governance Tokens: 

Governance token given by the developer to the token 

holders for the purpose of making decision that will 

dictate a protocol’s feature. Token holders have a say 

in decision about new features proposals and changes 

to the project’s governance system

Utility Tokens:

Utility token provides the right to use the products in the 

relevant ecosystem and this token has a special 

mechanism to safeguard the token price from 

dropping on exchanges.
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Token Naming Conventions:

We choose the name for our Utility token $M3P (Motion Power) 

Token and the name for our Governance Token is $MFT(Motion 

Fitness Token) as it represents our brand and also works well with 

the in-game Utility Token.

Points to consider while designing Smart Contract:

1. Our contract should include variables for the token name,   

symbol, total supply, and any other relevant information. 


2. We have to implement functions for transferring and approving 

tokens, as well as functions for checking the balance of a specific 

address. 


3. Deploy the contract to the Ethereum network using a tool such as 

Truffle or Remix. 


4. Create a web3 project for the gaming platform, using a 

framework such as React or Angular. 


5. Integrate the utility token contract into the gaming platform by 

adding the contract address and ABI (Application Binary Interface) 

to the web3 project. 


6. Create a user interface for players to interact with the utility token, 

including functions for buying, selling, and using the tokens within 

the game. 


7. Need to test the utility token integration to ensure that it is 

functioning properly
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Must-Have Functions In Our Smart Contract:

The contract will include a set of functions to enable users to 

interact with it, including:


1. Three Phases of the game ( we take the user on a fitness journey ) 

easy, normal, hard, and athlete. The user firstly logs into the app 

then the user will be rewarded as per the fulfill the criteria which 

have been described in the Smart Contract there is also a liquidity 

pool that maintains the balance of tokens. With the help of In-game 

tokens, users can buy gaming assets. Utility token will give value to 

the governance token and will only be able to be swap the 

governance token. 



2. DAO responsible for the management and decision-making of an 

entity. DAO relies heavily on smart contracts. These logically coded 

agreements dictate decision-making based on underlying activity 

on a blockchain. For example, based on the outcome of a decision, 

certain codes may be implemented to increase the circulating 

supply, burn of a select amount of reserve tokens, or issue select 

rewards to existing stakeholders.
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Rewards System

Moton3 fitness incorporates a rewards system that incentivizes 

users to maintain healthy habits. Users can earn rewards for 

meeting fitness goals, such as completing a certain number of 

workouts, completing missions, or reaching a certain level of 

nutrition. The rewards system is transparent and fair, using 

blockchain technology to ensure that users are accurately 

rewarded for their efforts.

Token Reward Calculations:

The rewards are temporarily earned per day of exercise. So Easy 

Level difficulty would be 25 coins * 2 days = 50 coins rewarded to 

the user on level complete. Normal =25 * 3 days= 75 coins. Hard 25 

* 4 days = 100 coins. Athlete 25 * 6 days = 150 coins.

Tokenomics helps companies to stablise token prices by creating 

an equilibrium, and help increase the price of tokens by increasing 

the demand. The primary utility of a token is established by the use 

of a token in exchange for the products and services a business 

provides. We can introduce native tokens so that users can buy 

them to access certain services or goods. Tokenomics determine 

two things about a crypto economy – the incentives that set out 

how the token will be distributed and the utility of the tokens that 

influence its demand. Supply and demand have a huge impact on 

price, and projects that get the incentives right can surge in value.z

| Mining and Stakingz

| Token Burnz

| Limited and Unlimited Supplyz

| Token allocations and vesting periods
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Soft launch with no Liquidity Pool

We are going to mint tokens without making use of a liquidity pool 

and instead of this, we are going to make use of functions written in 

the SmartContracts so that we have the tokens present in an infinite 

manner and whenever we want to mint tokens we can do it and it 

also helps in assigning the ownership of the tokens.

AirDrops

We are going to mint tokens without making use of a liquidity pool 

and instead of this, we are going to make use of functions written in 

the SmartContracts so that we have the tokens present in an infinite 

manner and whenever we want to mint tokens we can do it and it 

also helps in assigning the ownership of the tokens.

Launching ICO for Governance Token

An initial coin offering (ICO) is a type of capital-raising activity in 

the cryptocurrency and blockchain environment. The ICO can be 

viewed as an initial public offering (IPO) that uses cryptocurrencies. 

However, it is not the most precise comparison, as there are some 

crucial differences between the two fundraising activities. Startups 

primarily use an ICO to raise capital.
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Description of tokens used in ICO

There are several types of tokens that may be used in an ICO:

Utility Tokens:

These tokens give the holder the right to access a product or service 

offered by the issuer

Security Tokens:

These tokens represent ownership in a company or asset, and may 

give the holder certain rights such as voting or dividends. Asset-

backed tokens: These tokens are backed by a physical asset, such 

as gold or real estate.

Payment Tokens:

These tokens are intended to be used as a means of payment for 

goods or services.
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How does an ICO Work?

How Does an ICO Work? An initial coin offering is a sophisticated 

process that requires a deep knowledge of technology, finance, and 

the law. The main idea of ICOs is leveraging the decentralized 

systems of blockchain technology in capital-raising activities that 

will align the interests of various stakeholders. 


The steps in an ICO are listed below:

1. Identification of investment targets

Every ICO starts with the company’s intention to raise capital. The 

company identifies the targets for its fundraising campaign and 

creates relevant materials about the company or project for 

potential investors.

2. Creation of tokens

The next step in the initial coin offering is the creation of tokens. 

Essentially, the tokens are representations of an asset or utility in the 

blockchain. The tokens are fungible and tradeable. They should not 

be confused with cryptocurrencies because the tokens are just 

modifications of existing cryptocurrencies. Unlike stocks, tokens 

generally do not provide an equity stake in a company.

3. Promotion campaign

At the same time, a company usually runs a 

promotional campaign to attract potential 

investors. Note that the campaigns are commonly 

executed online to achieve the widest investor 

reach. However, currently, several large online 

platforms such as Facebook and Google ban the 

advertising of ICOs.
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4. Initial offering

After the creation of the tokens, they are offered to the investors. The 

offering may be structured in several rounds. The company can 

then use the proceeds from the ICO to launch a new product or 

service while the investors can expect to use the acquired tokens to 

benefit from this product/service or wait for the appreciation of the 

tokens’ value.

ICO Opportunities

ICOs provide an opportunity to get early access to new 

cryptocurrencies — an opportunity that has its pros and cons. An 

initial coin offering (ICO) is an event where a company sells a new 

cryptocurrency to raise money. Investors receive cryptocurrency in 

exchange for their financial contributions.

How ICOs Benefit Investors

Early investors in an ICO are usually motivated by the expectation 

that the tokens will gain value after the cryptocurrency launches. 

This is the primary benefit of an ICO: the potential for very high 

returns.
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Applications of the Tokens:

ICOs are another form of cryptocurrency that businesses use in 

order to raise capital. Through ICO trading platforms, investors 

receive unique cryptocurrency “tokens” in exchange for their 

monetary investment in the business.

Marketing

Promote the Governence tokens and the game to potential players 

and investors. This could involve marketing efforts such as social 

media campaigns, content marketing, and partnerships with 

influencers.

App Maintenance

Monitor and manage the utility tokens over time. This could involve 

adjusting the supply or distribution of the tokens based on demand 

or other factors, as well as monitoring the performance and 

adoption of the tokens within the game.
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Conclusion

The Motion3 Fitness App is a comprehensive fitness and wellness 

platform that offers a wide range of features to help users achieve 

their health and fitness goals. With personalised workouts, nutrition, 

guidance, tracking, and progress monitoring tools, the app is a 

valuable resource for individuals looking to improve their physical 

health and wellness.
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